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Islam is one of the most popular religions in the world with over 1 billion followers worldwide. As with
any other widespread religions, many different schisms and sects have emerged over the course of
history so that Islam has come to be interpreted in many different ways.Of those schisms, the split
between the Sunnis and Shiites has been by far the oldest and most enduring split. Because it
occurred approximately 1,400 years ago, the causes and consequences have become
blurred.Today, myths and confusion abound and few peopleâ€”even within the Muslim community
itselfâ€”actually know what really happened and what that really means for todayâ€™s world.This
book has been written with the intention of clearing up that confusion. It is primarily intended for
readers who are not very familiar with Islam in generalâ€”let alone the actual significance of the split
between Sunni and Shiiteâ€”who are interested in learning more.Knowing the history of the religion
and the current tensions in the Middle East will go a long way toward helping you understand the
complexity and nuance of the situation.You will gain a deeper understanding of the Sunnis and the
Shiites as well as Islam more broadly. Some of the features of this book include:An overview of the
belief system and structure of the Islamic religionThe geography, politics, and daily life of believers
in IslamA history of the rise of Islam in the Arabic worldA detailed discussion of the Sunni Shia
schismA closer look at the Sunni belief system, geography, politics, and daily lifeA closer look at the
Shiite belief system, geography, politics, and daily lifeDeeper analysis of the present day conflicts,
including differing perspectives on its origins and roots.While reading just one book cannot make an
you expert on the situation, this book will allow you to view the news coming out of the Middle East
from a much more informed perspective and give you the foundation you need to do further
research and learn more.>> Download This Book Today
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A very poor book badly written. I expected the truth about Islam and Mohammad. You will only learn
how sweet and good it is. You will not learn about the centuries of killing in the name of Allah,
starting with Mohammad who executed thousands if not tens of thousands. Half truths are no better
than lies.

This is quick and enjoyable. The author filled in quite a few gaps in my knowledge. Now I'm excited
to learn more about The Arab world

This small book was a very useful first step in helping me better understand and evaluate the
current conflict in the Middle East.

Excellent highlight of Islam to get me started on the basic understanding

Poorly written, omitted many important facts. It's the same old inaccurate story about how wonderful
life is user Islam. Women are better off under sharia law. Don't waste your time. Fine a more
scholarly book.
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